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Abstract
Regional pressure differences between sites within the left ventricular cavity have 
long been identified, and the potential clinical value of diastolic and systolic 
intraventricular pressure differences (IVPDs) is of increasing interest. This study 
concluded that the IVPD plays an important role in ventricular filling and 
emptying and is a reliable indicator of ventricular relaxation, elastic recoil, 
diastolic pumping, and effective left ventricular filling. Relative pressure imaging, 
as a novel and potentially clinically applicable measure of left IVPDs, enables 
early and more comprehensive identification of the temporal and spatial charac-
teristics of IVPD. In the future, as research related to relative pressure imaging 
continues, this measurement method has the possibility to become more refined 
and serve as an additional clinical aid that can replace the gold standard cardiac 
catheterization technique for the diagnosis of diastolic dysfunction.
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Core Tip: Cardiac catheterization is currently the gold standard for assessing ventricular 
diastolic function, but it is invasive. There has been a need for a non-invasive alternative 
to cardiac catheterization. In the course of cardiac research, the phenomenon of local 
intraventricular pressure differences has been explored, and researchers have continued 
to develop imaging techniques. Particular advancements have been made in magnetic 
resonance imaging and ultrasound techniques. Relative pressure imaging has been 
developed based on ultrasound blood flow vector imaging, is able to measure 
intraventricular pressure differences visually and non-invasively, and has significant 
advantages over magnetic resonance imaging and color M-mode Doppler ultrasound.
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INTRODUCTION
The assessment of cardiac function is a fundamental problem in all cardiac imaging techniques and is 
usually determined by studying the movement of the myocardial wall, deformation of the valve, or the 
velocity of blood flow through the valve[1]. Another way to study cardiac function is to analyze the 
blood flow within the heart. Non-invasive assessment of intraventricular pressure differences (IVPDs) is 
an emerging topic in cardiology. The study of IVPDs is expected to provide information that is relevant 
to cardiac function and that may be useful in clinical applications. Non-invasive IVPD measurement has 
been the subject of several recent clinical and academic studies, which have been performed with 
different techniques ranging from M-mode color Doppler to 2D color Doppler. Thus, a review on this 
subject dedicated to the vector flow mapping (VFM) method to evaluate the IVPD can be a useful contri-
bution. This study reviewed the use of 2D color Doppler technology to evaluate IVPDs.

PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF LEFT IVPD
Important pathophysiological information on ventricular ejection and filling kinetics has been derived 
from invasive studies[2]. In the left ventricle (LV), high-fidelity pressure tracing at different sites within 
the LV showed regional pressure differences in both diastole and systole[3,4]. IVPDs throughout the 
cardiac cycle have provided insight into their complex interplay with cardiac function[2]. The 
intraventricular pressure gradients (IVPGs) in the LV exist over the entire cycle of the heart and have 
been shown to correlate with cardiac function[5,6]. During normal left ventricular systole and diastole, 
longitudinal hemodynamic forces (along the basal-apical axis) predominate. This coincides with the 
main direction of LV inflow and outflow through the mitral valve[1]. The IVPD is the difference in 
pressure between the different parts of the left ventricular cavity that drives the filling of the LV from 
the left atrium during diastole and the ejection of blood from the LV into the aorta during systole, 
maintaining circulation[7]. The IVPD is a sensitive reflection of heart function during the circulatory 
period[8].

There are several phases to the circulatory period: (1) The isovolumic systole phase. The basal 
pressure is lower than the apical pressure, peaking just before the aortic valve opens; (2) The rapid 
ejection phase. As the aortic valve opens, the differential pressure continues to drive the left ventricular 
blood rapidly into the aorta; (3) The slow ejection phase. The aortic pressure rises gradually, the basal 
pressure is higher than the apical pressure, and the left ventricular blood flows slowly towards the aorta 
due to inertia until the aortic valve closes[7]; (4) The isovolumic diastolic phase. The left ventricular 
decompression releases the potential energy stored inside and outside the cells during cardiac 
contraction, the pressure in the LV decreases at the apex, a small pressure gradient develops within the 
ventricle from basal to apical, and blood flows slowly towards the apex[9]. This contributes to the 
smooth transition of subsequent LV pumping, which peaks before the mitral valve opens; (5) The rapid 
filling phase. As the pressure differential within the LV gradually increases, the mitral valve opens, and 
blood flows rapidly into the LV, where the creation of eddy currents also helps to prevent energy loss 
and the formation of adverse pressure gradients[1]. The vortex is a fluid structure that rotates around a 
virtual central axis and is capable of storing kinetic energy as it rotates. The momentum thrust 
generated by the ventricular muscle on the blood in the heart chambers is the combined result of an 
IVPG that is highly matched to the left ventricular geometry in order to create a normal vortex flow, 
ensure a seamless conversion from diastole to systole, and achieve apical flow filling and strict left 
ventricular apical-basal longitudinal pressure gradients[10,11]; (6) The slow filling phase. As LV 
intraventricular pressure increases, blood continues to flow towards the apex, and blood in the left 
atrium continues to enter the LV due to inertia, with a small negative left ventricular IVPG. This bidirec-
tional pressure difference may play an important role in intraventricular blood flow and vortex 
formation[12]; and (7) The left atrial systole phase. In the late diastolic, the left atrial contraction 
develops a positive pressure gradient again from the base of the LV to the apex until the mitral valve 
closes and causes the residual blood of the left atrium to flow into the LV[13].

During isovolumic diastole, apical directional blood flow has been detected in the LV by color M-
mode ultrasound and pulsed wave Doppler echocardiography, despite the closure of both the aortic and 
mitral valves[14,15]. This demonstrates that there is a pressure difference between the apical and basal 
regions of the LV during isovolumic diastole, which is thought to redistribute blood in the LV and 
promote left ventricular filling in early diastole[14]. The IVPD during isovolumic diastole reflects 
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suction force in the LV and provides a valuable evaluation of systolic and diastolic function[16]. The 
mechanism explaining the relationship between the IVPD and contractile force in early diastole was 
found to exist in cardiac myocytes and the extracellular matrix. Myosin (activated by titin, a bidirec-
tional molecular spring), which stretches in reverse with the shortening of micronodular length during 
myocardial contraction, forms a restoring force in early diastole with the elastic retraction of myocardial 
relaxation and extension, helping to create an active suction force in early diastole[17]. The shorter the 
systolic segment length, the more pronounced the titin-dependent restoring force is. Correspondingly, 
the smaller the end-systolic volume, the more prominent the early diastolic suction is[18].

Acute or chronic ventricular dysfunction reduces the amount of myocardium available in a region for 
systole and subsequent elastic retraction, losing synchrony of myocardial contraction or diastole[19]. 
The reduction in systolic stored elastic potential energy, together with an increase in end-systolic 
volume and a reduction in elastic retraction of the myocardium, leads to a decline in the left ventricular 
pressure difference in the early diastolic phase. Further studies to clarify the relationship between the 
early diastolic left ventricular pressure difference and myocardial function would help to understand 
the coupling of the systolic and diastolic phases as well as the key role of ventricular elastic retraction
[11].Elastic recoil plays an important role in generating left ventricular suction, and left ventricular 
suction capacity is closely related to systolic function[20]. When the LV contracts below its equilibrium 
volume, active left ventricular diastolic relaxation is facilitated by the release of potential energy stored 
in early diastole[21].

The normal LV exhibits a dynamic balance between systolic performance, active suction and elastic 
properties, and spatial distribution of the IVPG that can vary over time[21]. Indeed, the left ventricular 
IVPD between systole and diastole is physiologically regulated by asynchrony between the basal and 
apical myocardial segments. The outflow tract segments restretch throughout diastole; the apical 
segments first shorten and then lengthen in late diastole[22]. The physiological asynchrony observed 
during ventricular filling affects the physiological IVPG and contributes to the filling of the left 
ventricular outflow tract, thereby facilitating ventricular emptying[4]. This suggests that the IVPD is 
essential to ensure effective left ventricular filling and emptying and is closely related to left ventricular 
systolic and diastolic function[22].

In this study, during systole, we recorded the gradient from the apex to the outflow tract during the 
rapid ejection phase, which reversed during the slow ejection phase[19]. This pressure gradient pattern 
parallels the ventricular-aortic pressure gradient and facilitates ventricular emptying. When ventricular 
emptying is opposite to afterload elevation, we demonstrated that the positive IVPG is reversed, 
indicating impaired ventricular ejection[19].

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENT WITHIN THE LV
Technological evolution
Regional pressure differences in the LV are used in both pathophysiological studies and in the clinical 
assessment of cardiac function[23]. In the cardiovascular system, invasive pressure transducers can be 
used to obtain absolute pressures and assess the IVPD[7]. In 1980, Falsetti et al[24] first demonstrated the 
existence of IVPDs in animal studies, but the invasiveness of the necessary techniques limited its use in 
clinical practice[2]. This analysis was made possible by the development of non-invasive cardiovascular 
imaging techniques, which allowed the visualization and quantification of intracardiac hemodynamics. 
As an alternative, Greenberg et al[2] were the first to use color Doppler M-mode echocardiography for 
non-invasive estimation of transient pressure differences across the mitral valve, applying the one-
dimensional Euler equation to color Doppler velocities to calculate intracardiac pressure gradients.

The echocardiographic particle image velocimetry technique is based on the intravenous injection of 
low doses of ultrasound contrast (microbubbles that have the same rheological behavior as red blood 
cells and act as blood flow tracers) to demonstrate intracardiac gyratory motion[25]. This technique uses 
contrast to assess vorticity. Blood speckle tracking, which provides an estimate of the blood velocity 
vector by tracking the speckles produced by moving blood cells frame by frame[26], requires a very 
high frame rate acquisition and is currently only available for pediatric and transesophageal probes[27].

Correlation of the IVPD to cardiac function (sometimes called hemodynamic force) has become more 
prevalent in recent years, mainly due to the technology of phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging 
(4D flow MRI) and, more recently, with regular echocardiography. Since the 1990s, methods have been 
applied to visualize multidimensional pressure distributions using 4D flow MRI to determine a 
physiological relationship between flow and relative pressure[28]. Finally, VFM combines color Doppler 
imaging with speckle tracking analysis and has been applied to children and adults[29,30]. The idea of 
combining the Navier–Stokes equation of motion to the velocity field to obtain the IVPG was introduced 
earlier in 4D flow MRI and echocardiographic particle image velocimetry and later applied in VFM[8].

VFM techniques
VFM is a technique that reflects changes in the flow field within the cardiac chambers and detects 
cardiac pathophysiological and functional changes from a hemodynamic perspective of intraventricular 
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blood flow field changes[31-33]. Color Doppler converts the acquired two-dimensional velocity flow 
field distribution into two flow components: vortex and basal flow[34]. Based on the principle of 
continuity equations and combined with speckle tracking analysis[35], axial velocity can be analyzed by 
color Doppler assessment while horizontal velocity speckle tracking can be estimated with an analytic 
calculation. Together, these produce a vector representing the direction and velocity of blood flow.

The current VFM technique was developed by further modifying Garcia’s method and improving the 
weighting functions of the two numerically oriented velocity components derived from the anterior and 
posterior wall boundaries[36]. This technology provides a rich and accurate visualization and quanti-
fication of the flow field in the cardiovascular cavity, as seen in Video 1 and Figure 1. As seen in 
Figure 2, there are two types of vortices: effective and ineffective.

In the normal LV, vortices conserve energy and avoid energy consumption due to deceleration and 
re-acceleration of blood flow. Diastolic vorticity temporarily accumulates kinetic energy to support the 
change of the direction of blood flow to the outflow tract in the pre-ejection phase while generating the 
thrust to close the mitral valve in time. Conversely, in pathological states, vortex flow sometimes causes 
energy expenditure. Vortex flow may therefore be a good tool to assess hemodynamic status before and 
after treatment, to clarify the severity of the disease, and to help determine treatment options.

Relative pressure imaging
With the development of new cardiovascular technologies, accurate evaluation of cardiac function has 
become possible. Relative pressure imaging (RPI) is used for the visual quantification and non-invasive 
assessment of the IVPD and the IVPG, which can sensitively reflect cardiac function during the cardiac 
cycle[8]. After the initial implementation of RPI in 2014[37], Tanaka et al[8] combined the Navier–Stokes 
equation of motion with the momentum conservation of viscous incompressible fluids and validated the 
accuracy and feasibility of non-invasive measurement of the IVPD based on VFM by visualizing the 
distribution of the two-dimensional-field pressure in the left heart cavity. The RPI technique can be used 
to quantify the functional degradation caused by fluid convection in the 0.1 mmHg range, which 
correlates well with transcatheter measurements[8]. RPI is a novel method that may reveal how various 
cardiac conditions regulate pressure distribution[16] and overcome the disadvantages of two 
assessment methods, color Doppler M-mode echocardiography[38], and cardiac MRI[39], as shown in 
Figure 3.

Implementation of RPI techniques
Dynamic images of more than four cardiac cycles are usually acquired in the apical three-chamber 
cardiac view using a 5.0 or 8.0 MHz phased-array cardiac ultrasound probe. The Nyquist limit is usually 
set at 60–80 cm/s, but it should be adjusted to minimize aliasing. The color Doppler frame rate is 
usually kept at around 60 fps. Data can be stored as DICOM files on the ultrasound machine or a 
dedicated VFM workstation. The opening and closing of the mitral and aortic valves are marked on the 
electrocardiogram traces, and the detected areas of blending can be corrected manually by phase 
shifting. At end-systole, the endocardium is manually traced for speckle-tracking analysis starting from 
the posterior of the left ventricular mitral annulus. It should be noted that part of the left atrium and LV 
outflow tract are included along with the LV myocardium. The software is then started. After a few 
seconds, a flow-through analysis can begin, in which velocity information can be converted to pressure 
information, allowing the intraventricular relative pressures to be assessed through the cardiac cycle. 
The pressure distribution is displayed as a colored map with automatic reference points in the center of 
the region of interest, where warm and cool colors indicate higher and lower pressures relative to each 
other[40].

Differential pressure curves in the LV in subjects with normal heart function
The longitudinal pressure gradient in the LV during isovolumic systole and rapid ejection is directed 
from the apex to the base of the heart. During slow ejection, the direction of the longitudinal pressure 
gradient is reversed from the base of the heart to the apex, and the systolic left ventricular IVPD curve 
shows a positive rise and a negative fall. During isovolumic diastole and rapid filling, the longitudinal 
pressure gradient in the ventricle is directed from the base of the heart to the apex; during slow filling 
the longitudinal pressure gradient in the ventricle is reversed from the apex to the base of the heart. 
After atrial systole, the gradient is again directed from the base of the heart to the apex, making the 
IVPD curve in the LV during diastole positive, then negative, and then positive[7,41].

RPI TECHNIQUE TO ASSESS IVPD IN THE LV
The VFM technique is able to reflect changes in vascular and cardiac function in certain disease states 
through parameters such as energy loss, circulation, and ventricular wall shear stress. However, few 
studies have been conducted on the two more recently recognized parameters, the left ventricular IVPG 
(which shows the difference per unit length, a measure at a point, or averaged in a region), and IVPD 
(which shows the difference between two points). Compared with traditional diastolic function 
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Figure 1 Left ventricular blood vector flow mapping in a patient with normal cardiac function. The vector flow mapping displays laminar and 
turbulent flow in the cardiovascular system without contrast, clearly showing the temporal phase, location, size, number, direction of rotation, and intensity of vortices. 
Flow and circulation maps are shown above each image, and ventricular wall shear stress and vector maps are shown below each image. A: Diastolic phase in 
healthy individuals with normal cardiac function; B: Systolic phase in healthy individuals with normal cardiac function.

parameters, relative pressure parameters incorporate the effect of ventricular wall motion on blood flow 
into the calculation of blood flow vectors and solve the problem of Doppler angle dependence by 
utilizing digital computation and displaying the intracavity hemodynamic situation more accurately, 
intuitively, and specifically[40].

Zhong et al[42] used the RPI technique for studying and analyzing the early diastolic IVPG in patients 
with advanced chronic kidney disease (CKD) with preserved left ventricular ejection fraction (HFpEF). 
A total of 51 patients with advanced CKD and 39 healthy controls were included in the study, and the 
patients were divided into an HFpEF group (32 patients) and a non-HFpEF group (19 patients) 
according to the definition of HFpEF. An apical IVPG < 0.02 mmHg/cm (risk ratio: 9.82, 95% confidence 
interval: 2.01–48.01, P = 0.005) was an independent risk factor for death and cardiovascular hospital-
ization outcomes during a median follow-up period of 24 mo. This led to the conclusion that patients 
with advanced CKD with HFpEF exhibited reduced LV apical and mid-apical IVPGs and that the 
severity of the apical IVPG reduction was associated with poor patient outcomes.

Nakajima et al[43] used the RPI technique to non-invasively assess early diastolic LV apical and 
intracardiac IVPGs (ED-IVPGs). Peak LV untwisting and torsional velocities, an indicator of LV 
relaxation, were measured by speckle-tracking strain analysis for clinical assessment. Patients with 
impaired peak LV untwisting velocities had significantly lower peak ED-IVPGs compared with patients 
without impaired peak LV untwisting velocities. The optimal peak ED-IVPG cutoff value for an 
impaired peak LV untwisting velocity was 0.40 mmHg (sensitivity: 81%, specificity: 74%, area under the 
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Figure 2 Left intraventricular vortex flow in a patient with normal cardiac function and a patient with dilated cardiomyopathy. A: An effective 
vortex in a patient with normal cardiac function. The vortex is formed in the left heart cavity during isovolumic systole to redirect the blood flow and avoid the energy 
loss caused by the deceleration and then acceleration of the blood flow impulse; B: An ineffective vortex found in dilated cardiomyopathy: The vortex is also present 
during systole in dilated heart disease, making ejection less efficient.

Figure 3 Relative pressure imaging of isovolumic systolic to early diastolic phase. The first image shows early systole with apical high pressure 
ejection flow. The second image shows isovolumic diastole. The left ventricle dilates with mitral valve closure, and low pressure appears at the apex. The third image 
shows early diastole with continued apical low pressure.

curve: 0.81). There was a good correlation between the peak ED-IVPG and the peak LV untwisting 
velocity (r = 0.64, P < 0.0001). A peak ED-IVPG as measured after aortic valve closure can be used as a 
non-invasive indicator for estimating an impaired LV untwisting velocity in the clinical setting.

The early diastolic IVPG is considered a useful tool for describing not only LV diastolic filling but also 
for describing LV systolic elastic recoil[44]. The LV has been shown to be of great value in evaluating 
intracavitary hemodynamics in different pathophysiological states. LV desynchronization leads to a 
reduction in the absolute value of the early diastolic IVPG[16]. In addition, in patients with severe aortic 
stenosis, these gradients are affected throughout the cardiac cycle but reappear immediately after valve 
replacement[22]. Very few clinically relevant studies of the RPI technique currently exist. Those that do 
exist focus on the clinical value of the early diastolic IVPG and specifically on the left ventricular 
segmental IVPG.
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RESTRICTION
The RPI technique is based on using a two-dimensional flow field to assess three-dimensional relative 
pressures. This physical constraint is valid for the 3D velocity vector field but does not apply to the 2D 
slice. Therefore, the horizontal velocity is approximate, and the degree of approximation is not spatially 
uniform. Studies have shown that 3D VFM could provide full-volume echocardiographic information 
on left intraventricular hemodynamics from the clinical modality of triplane color Doppler[45] but 
would depend on RPI technology being further developed.

CONCLUSION
Ventricular IVPD can reflect intrinsic ventricular characteristics, and regional changes of IVPGs may be 
an important factor in the characteristic changes associated with impaired intraventricular blood flow 
that occur in specific cardiac diseases. They may also be an early sign of ventricular dysfunction. 
Identifying small changes in these gradients may help in the early diagnosis and intervention of 
diseases that lead to ventricular dysfunction. The RPI technique offers the potential to apply the IVPG 
indicators in the clinical setting to accurately assess LV diastolic dysfunction. Further research is needed 
to validate these techniques.
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